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CelebrityMandy Moore, Mariska Hargitay, &amp; More Call On NBC To Move Trump's Town Hall This is not a partisan issue. This is about the political health of our democracy. Jessica Wang Not all trump ventures have been successful | Tom Pennington/Getty Images FDR has had his own conversations by the fire,
and Donald Trump has his 3 .m Twitter hinge. Our current president is significantly less in the public eye than his inauguration in January 2017, but his direct line of communication with the people - Twitter - remains intact. This social media arm became President Trump's keynote speaker, but even before his run for
president began, Trump's Twitter feed offered a disturbing, entertaining and often depressing insight into the mind of this controversial orange-tinted reality TV star. It's not very nice, but we watch the worst tweets from the @realDonaldTrump, from the least offensive to the scariest. 20. Take it back If there's one thing we
can all agree on, it's talent. Right? Wrong, Trump says. After Meryl Streep denounced him (without ever speaking his name) at the 2017 Golden Globe Awards ceremony, Trump took to social media to call her overrated. This is undeniable blasphemy and is another example of his incredibly fragile ego. 19. It is a kind of
superfluous ... Trump's first order of business after the inauguration was a travel ban, namely a Muslim ban. Yikes. After the U.S. Court of Appeals shut down and the U.S. Court of Appeals upheld the block, Trump took to Twitter and said SEE YOU IN COURT... Court. Huh? The Internet was having a lot of fun mocking it.
18. 'So-called Judge' One of Donald Trump's tweets | Donald J. Trump via Twitter This is perhaps the most valuable of Trump's tweets when it comes to the system of checks and balances on which our government was founded. For no reason, Trump questions the legitimacy of a (perfectly legitimate) federal judge who
overturned his missed and poorly executed travel ban and then falsely claims that the ban was the only effective form of law enforcement in the country. Oh, and by the way, the judge's ruling won't be overturned. Sad! 17. Our 'insecure' border One of Donald Trump's tweets | Donald J. Trump via Twitter Putting aside a
typo meant to embarrass any leader of the free world, this July 2015 tweet put Trump's oversized ego on impact. A common theme of his campaign was the idea that only he could solve the problems facing Americans - even overblown issues like border security. We should base all our decisions on international policy
on Breitbart News articles that use anecdotal evidence to fuel fear of immigrants! Never mind that a Trump border wall would likely stop more illegal immigrants from returning to Mexico than coming to America. 16. Non-voters in Trump's mind, if someone someone That's because they didn't do anything to stop the
situation. After women's marches across the nation (and the world) in January 2017, Trump asked on Twitter Why didn't these people vote? It can be because he can't comprehend a world where you don't get whatever he wants with a wave of his hand. He also stated that celebrities present were detrimental to the
cause, despite the fact that they brought even more media attention - and bigger crowds than those at Trump's inauguration the day before. 15. Coincidence? One of Donald Trump's tweets | Donald J. Trump via Twitter These are the kinds of wild conspiracy theories that our current president likes to spread. At least
Trump eventually found an end to claims that Obama was not a natural-born citizen, which, according to his version of events, was initiated by Hillary Clinton. 14. Real problems One of Donald Trump's tweets | Donald J. Trump via Twitter It would be nice to have a president with some basic understanding of our
Constitution, or at least the First Amendment. Burning the flag is constitutionally protected freedom of speech and should always remain so. This tweet did nothing but create an issue in which none existed and made it easier for Trump and his supporters to demonize flag-burning protesters for their own political agenda.
13. Zero humility here In November 2017, three UCLA basketball players failed to return home from a trip to China after being caught shoplifting. After being allowed to go and re-enter the U.S., Trump decided they were ungrateful for what he, himself, did to help them get home, and verbally attacked the fathers of one of
the players after he said in an interview that he didn't think Trump had done much of everything, and he wasn't impressed by the president's lack of humility. 12. If I don't like it, it's a fake One of Donald Trump's tweets | Donald J. Trump via Twitter Like Nixon before him, Trump relies on the idea of a silent majority - the
plurality of ordinary Americans who support his agenda even when opposed by political experts and media publications. While this may in some cases be true, this does not justify this sweeping denial, with Trump in fact promising to ignore any information that does not fit his own narrative. That's at least one promise we
can count on to keep it. 11. Witch hunt – for a witch Trump likes to feel sorry for. On several occasions, he claimed to be mistreased – the media, the public and specific members of the government. In June, he wrote on Twitter that the ongoing investigation into his ties to Russian in connection with the 2016 election
represents the largest witch hunt in American political history. Maybe you should reconsider that statement. – we think your crusade against Hillary fits that definition better. 10. 'Fake' pre-election polls We have said this before, and we will repeat: Trump will claim that everything is false if it does not flatter him. As Trump's
approval rating sinks lower and lower, we are sure he will continue to deny their legitimacy. His ego just can't handle it. 9. Global warming, refuted by one of Donald Trump's tweets | Donald J. Trump via Twitter We think this tweet goes a long way in explaining how Donald Trump's mind works. He bases his opinion only
on anecdotal evidence immediately before him (i.e. Today is unseasonably cold? Global warming does not exist!), and then ignores all new facts that could contradict his opinion and thus bruise his monumentally fragile ego. 8. Alternative facts One of Donald Trump's tweets | Donald J. Trump via Twitter Ah yes, how
could we forget all those three million non-citizens who descended on America on Election Day in a futile attempt to sway the election in favor of Hillary Clinton by voting in states where her victory was already assured. All the most likely newspapers have reported on it! Wait, they didn't? Well, maybe they're just too busy
investigating members of the Trump team who made contact with Russian officials during the campaign and then committed perjury by denying it. 7. A potential slut that shames Trump's misogyny runs wild on Twitter and often extends to members of the government. This tweet about Senator Kirsten Gillibrand claims
that the New York-based Democrat is simply making Chuck Schumer's offer, and seems to insinuate that she once did unprofessional things for campaign contributions. Gillibrand responded with a succinct tweet condemning Trump's treatment of women. 6. Stunning prediction One of Donald Trump's tweets | Donald J.
Trump via Twitter This is how our current president began his political career - with unsubstantiated criticism of his successor without content. Nevertheless, we assume that his prediction eventually came true - they usually do so when they are so vague that they are essentially meaningless. In fact, we're calling him now
-- we anticipate that Trump will now do something really bad and completely stupid to show masculinity! 5. Very, very racist One of Trump's tweets | Donald J. Trump via Twitter There's not much to say about this. Not that Trump ever has real facts that go against his claims, but this is an incredibly racist statement even if
you had reliable statistics. When he posted this on Twitter, he was still just a bankrupt business owner and host of a reality TV show. If only then would we know... 4. I feel sorry for the loser One of Donald Trump's tweets | Donald J. Trump via Twitter Like many Trump tweets, this one would sound immature coming out of
his mouth third grade. But Trump is right it has one of the highest IQs recorded in human history, and it can be seen because it always has the best words. It's hard to admit, but at least Trump has the grace and kindness to apologize for his unquestionable greatness. 3. No empathy at all September 2017 was a terrible
month for hurricanes, and support was severely lacking for our president. His worst offense occurred when he not only opposed helping Puerto Rico, but denounced San Juan Mayor Carmen Yulin Cruz's leadership. Trump argued that those in the echo of the destruction are trying to get everything that needs to be done
for them by the U.S. Despite his complete lack of empathy, Cruz refused to put up with Trump (2). What did they expect? One of Donald Trump's tweets | Donald J. Trump via Twitter Given Trump's history of troubling sexual policies and misogynial statements (or, as he calls them, locker room talk), it's perhaps no
surprise that he assumes that men and women who work within the same organization automatically lead to rape. In one tweet, he ignores his compassion for the victims while placing the blame on these government geniuses who integrated the military, rather than men actually attacking their fellow soldiers. 1. Serious
lack of fact-checking Video re-posted by Trump on Twitter | Jayda Fransen via Twitter Considering how many Trump tweets are simply wrong, it's no surprise that he made this recent backlash. But this mistake was harmful in several ways. Trump retvitate a number of videos shared by Jayda Fransen, the dubious leader

of the Britain First party, who she claimed beat up a Dutch teenager who was seen using crutches. As it turned out, both of the boys in the video were Dutch citizens, and the perpetrator was arrested for his actions. This is a serious problem when the leader of the United States spreads this kind of hateful propaganda
without a second thought. Additional reporting by Becca Bleznak. Follow Jeff Rindskopf on Twitter @jrindskopf. Watch The Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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